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This is in contrast to the present $ticle coarsening theories which only
con'sider the diffuslvitZ o ,A4TOute. It was also found that for ,
wdentcal lgh allerons. particle sizes of the *t--VPsyste m

iwere slghtly smaller than the system. This was attributed to the
slightly'smaller diffusivity of vanadium in comparison to the self

'diffusivity of titanium

<+he high t perature deformation studies showedt1at strain softening
which occurs in -titanium alloys, can also occur in c -a Ti alloys The
strain softening increased with the volume percent-of the Beta phase.- In
addition, it was shown that the law of mixtures rule cannot predict the
high temperature stress-strain behavior of two phase alloys. This is due
to the fact that interaction stresses develop as a result of the
cooperative deformation of the phases. The nature of the interactions
depended on the strain rate and volume fraction of the phases. It is of
interest to note that at low strain rates, the high temperature flow stress
of an a-a alloy with 55 volume percent beta phase is the same as that of
the alpha phase. Based on the simple law of mixtures rule, the strength of
this alloy should have been much higher because the beta phase is stronger
than the alpha phase. This was attributed to a possible phenomenon of
interface sliding occuring at these temperatures and strain rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-phase materials are technologically important. In some

of the two-phase materials both the phases can deform and these

include (%-a titanium alloys which are extensively used in

aerospace applications. However, there is a lack of

understanding in the areas of high temperature deformation,

recrystallization and grain growth behaviors of two-phase alloys

in terms of the properites of component phases.

The lack of understanding stems from the complex deformation

behavior of two-phase materials. Whenever a material consisting

of two or more phases is subjected to strain, the component

phases deform differently and hence result in inhomogeneous

strain (1-18) and stress (12, 13, 16, 17, 18) distributions. In

addition, "interaction stresses" develop as a result of

interactions between deforming phases. For these reasons, the

deformation behavior of two-phase materials cannot be explained

by the "law of mixture rule." This is due to the fact that the

law of mixture rule always assumes either constant stress or

constant strain, and, as mentioned before, this never happens in

rreality.

It is known that recrystallization is a nucleation and

growth process and this process is promoted by increased cold

work and high temperature. Therefore, the recrystallization

process in single phase materials is somewhat straightforward.

However, in two-phase alloys, where both the phases can deform,

the recrystallization behavior is not easy to understand. In

these materials, the softer phase deforms more than the harder

2
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phase (18) and therefore one can argue that the recrystallization

process is much faster in the softer phase than in the harder

phase. However, the process is also temperature dependent

meaning that diffusion plays an important role. Therefore, if II.
the dif~usivity in the harder phase is higher, then it is

difficult to predict which phase recrystallizes faster. This is

particularly true in the case of some a-0 titanium alloys where 0

the a phase is harder (17) but its diffusivities are higher than

that of a phase (19). To further complicate this matter, the 1<

nature and magnitude of strain inhomogeneity also depends on -.

volume percent of phases (-18). To date, there is no model or

mechanism which explains the recrystallization of two-ductile

phase alloys in terms of the volume percent of phases, strain .'

inhomogeneities, and diffusivities of the component phases.

For many single phase materials, isothermal grain growth

data can be represented by the empirical equation of the form

D = Kt n(1

where D is the mean grain diameter, t is the time, K is the

constant of proportionality and n is the grain growth exponent.

It is also known that impurity atoms in solid solution and

impurities in the form of inclusions or second phase particles

retard grain growth. Furthermore, in two-phase materials, size

and volume fraction of the second phase is also known to affect

the grain growth (21-25). However, there is no significant

information as to the empirical relationships which can predict

grain growth behavior in two-phase materials, up until recently

3



(26). Ankem and Margolin (26) derived empirical relationships

Sfor grain growth of two-phase alloys in terms of the volume

fraction of phases. Their derivations are based on the

experimental results on a-B titanium alloys. They found that,

under identical conditions, a phase retards grain growth of B

a. phase much more effectively than vice versa. Reasons were

suggested for this behavior, but never proven. In addition, no

atomistic or any other physical model was suggested for the grain

growth of two-phase materials.

The aim of this program is to systematically study the high

temperature deformation, recrystallization and grain growth

behavior of two-phase materials. While this study will be

focussed on two-phase materials where both the phases can deform,

it is expected that the information and the mechanisms to be

developed can be applied to any two-phase material system. It is

A hoped that the outcome of this study will be useful in improving

processing (forging, rolling, superplastic forming, etc.)

methods, obtaining optimal microstructures for improved

mechanical properties and increasing the high temperature

capability of two-phase materials. Such a fundamental knowledge

will be of great importance in developing new titanium alloys for

high temperature applications.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF TdE PROGRA.-i

1. Determine the high temperature (923 - 10230K) deformation

behavior of two-phase titanium-manganese and titanium-

vanadium alloys. The factors to be studied include a

p determination of the effect of volume percent and nature of

second phase (strength, diffusivity), temperature and strain

rate.

2. Determine the high temperature deformation mechanisms in the

two-phase titanium alloys: slip, interface sliding, etc.

, 3. Study the recrystallization behavior of these two-phase

titanium alloys by taking into account the inhomogeneous

strain distributions and diffusivity differences between the

component phases.

4. Study the grain growth mechanisms and develop grain-growth

relationships for two-phase alloys in terms of the volume

fraction of phases, diffusivities, temperature, etc.

5. Predict the stress-strain curves and stress and strain

distributions in various two-phase materials.

" 6. Based on this information, propose models for high

temperature deformation, recrystallization and grain growth

*of two-phase materials.

*-
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III. RESEARCH PROGRESS

In this report, research progress made during the first

period of the program, September 1, 1985-November 30, 1986, is

~ presented. During this period, all the required materials have

been obtained and high temperature deformation studies and grain

growth studies have been started. The results of these studies

have been presented separately.

A. MATERIALS

The materials required for this program have been obtained

from the RMI Company, Niles, Ohio. Six Ti-Mn alloys and six Ti-V

alloys have been selected for this study. The aim alloy

compositions of Ti-Mn and Ti-V alloys are indicated in Figs. 1

and 2 respectively. The alloys were melted as 13.6 kg (30-1b)

ingots. The actual chemistry of the ingots is given in Tables 1

and 2. Note that the actual chemical compositions of the ingots

are close to the aim compositions in most of the cases. The

ingots were processed to 1.74 cm, diameter bars according to the

procedure given in Fig. 3. It is to be noted that in the last

*step all the alloys were processed in the ax+ 6 field from 973 0K
L 0

(700 C). The amount of work given in this step (60% reduction

in area) was found to be sufficient to recrystallize all the

0'

~ alloys within 12 hours at 973 K.

B. EXPERIMENTAL

N a. Heat Treatments

For grain growth studies, all the twelve alloys were heat

treated for 25, 50, 100, 200 and 400 hours at 973 K followed by



water quenching. These treatments were carried out in vacuum

encapsulated quartz tubes. For high temperature deformation

studies, the tensile specimens were heat treated in a vacuum

furnace (10 mm of Hg) at 700 C for 200 hours followed by water

quenching.

b. Optical Metallography

Standard polishing and etching techniques were used. The

Ti-Mn alloys were etched with A-etch for about 10 sec followed by

etching with R-etch for about 10 sec. This two-step etching was

found to be beneficial for ct-B microstructures. The composition

of A-etch and R-etch are given below:

A-etch: 25 ml HF 50%

25 ml HNO 3 conc.

50 ml Glycerine

.1

R-etch: 18.5 gm (17 ml) Benzalkonium Chloride (50%)

4 35 ml Ethanol

The Ti-V alloys were etched with the following ethant for about

10 sec.

4% HNO 3

2% HF

Bal. H 0
2

c. High Temperature Tensile Tests

Special 1.625 inch gauge length specimen, shown in Fig. 4,

was used for the high temperature tensile tests. A unique

arrangement, shown in Figs. 5 and 6 was used to conduct the high

temperature tensile tests. The grips were fabricated inhouse

'7
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from the high temperature material Udimet-720. All the tests

were carried out in vacuum (105 - 106 mm Hg.) at 973 0K in a

special vacuum chamber shown in Fig. 6. The temperature of the

* specimen was controlled by a set of two thermocouples, spot

welded onto the specimen at the two respective gauge section

ends. The maximum temperature variations between the two thermo-

!V couples was controlled to within ±t 3 K. All the Ti-Mn alloys

were tested at four different engineering strain rates of 2.6 X

10-/sec, 2.6 X 10-3 /sec, 2.6 X 10 4/sec, and 1.1 X 104 /sec.

After testing, the specimen were fast cooled with compressed air.

The load elongation curves were digitized on an APPOLO

minicomputer, to obtain the true stress-strain plots, and various

mechanical parameters were determined.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1% ~ a. Grain Growth Studies

Though it is known that the size and the volume fractions of

the second phase affects the growth in two-phase alloys (21, 25),

up until recently there was no significant empirical information

available on the growth relationships in these alloys (26).

Ankem and Margolin (26) derived empirical relationships for grain

growth of the two-phase alloys in terms of the volume fractions

of the phases. Their derivations which are based on experimental

work on two-phase ct-s titanium alloys, showed that under

identical conditions, ai retards grain growth of 6 phase much more

effectively than vice-versa. Though reasons based on diffusivity

considerations were given, they were not proven. In addition,

because of the fact that only one alloy system based on Ti-Mn was

8



used to investigate the growth processes, the mechanisms

controlling the grain growth, and consequently the rate

controlling steps in these mechanisms could not be identified.

It was to this effect that a study was undertaken on two model

systems. In addition to the Ti-Mn system used by Ankem and

Margolin (26) a c-a alloy system based on titanium-vanadium was

chosen. The reason for choosing a vanadium based system was the

singular fact that the diffusivity of vanadium is at least an

order of magnitude lower than the corresponding diffusivity of

manganese in titanium. The diffusivity of V in titanium is

slightly lower than the self diffusivity of Ti. It was thus

conjectured that if the rate controlling step in the growth of

A, the phases in a two-phase alloy is the diffusion of the solute,

then the particle sizes obtained, under identical conditions of

heat treatment would be significantly higher in the Ti-Mn system

when compared to the Ti-V system. It was further hoped that such

observed significant differences would be clearly brought out in

the regression equations developed to fit these growth

characteristics. On the other hand, if the rate controlling step

was not the diffusion of the solute, but was, as is more

reasonable to expect, the slowest diffusing species in the

respective systems, then one would expect the particle sizes of

the Ti-V system to be slightly smaller than the corresponding particle

sizes in the Ti-Mn system for identical conditions. The actual size

difference depends on the rate controlling step in the growth mechanism.
1. Theoretical Considerations

As mentioned earlier, for single phase materials, all

isothermal grain-growth data can be represented by empirical

9



equations of the formA
D = Ktn (1)

The theoretical framework behind the single phase kinetic

expression (1) has been extensively investigated. In this

framework, single phase grain growth is known to occur by

thermally activated motion of grain boundary interfaces (29).

The interfaces move by random jumping of atoms from grain to

grain, the driving force for the process being the reduction of

free energy associated with the grain boundaries. No long range

diffusion is involved in the process and the self diffusion of

the matrix does not come into the picture. Based on this

framework an Arrenhius type rate expression is written for the

velocity of an interface as

S-AG a AG- V= Ke-.-. " " (2)
m

where V is the velocity of interface

K is constant

AGa is thermal activation barrier across a grain

boundary

Vm  is molar volume of atomic species

AG is chemical potential differential across the

interface

C
AG 2y Vm

r

10
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where y= surface energy

V = molar volumei r = radius of equivalent volume sphere enclosing a grain

The rate expression (2) is then coupled with statistical and

'8 grain contiguity considerations to generate an expression of type

(1). Extensive theory of single phase grain growth has been

developed in the classic papers of Hillert (30) and Feltham (31).

The two-phase systems which have been theoretically

* investigated are the typical Ostwaldian type of systems. A

typical Ostwaldian system 'is a two-phase system constituting a

solute lean matrix dispersed with solute rich particles. A

statistical dispersion of particles in a matrix is

thermodynamically unstable due to the excess free energy

associated with their interfacial surface area and thus the

system tends to decrease this free energy by the process of

particle coarsening. The solubility or the dissolution of these

particles depends on their radii of curvature and is described by

the Gibbs-Thompson relation (3).

2 yVm 1)Cr = C,,(I + -IF - r (3)
r+

where

C = concentration in matrix of solute near a particle of

size r

Y = surface free energy

V = molar volume
m

R,T - gas constant and temperature respectively

S11



The fundamental theory of particle coarsening in a super-

* saturated solid solution decomposing by diffusion has been

developed by Lifshitz and Slyosov (32) and independently by

Wagner (33), and is referred to as the LSW theory. The basic

growth mechanism of the LSW theory is assumed to be a long range

& concentration gradient driven diffusion of solute through the

matrix, between the second phase particles. The concentration

gradients are created locally in the matrix near the particle-

matrix boundaries as a result of the dependence of the

equilibrium solute concentration, C(r) on the radius of the

particles.

The LSW theory was derived for the limiting case of the

second phase tending to zero (32, 34) and is thus generally not

valid for finite volume fractions of the second phase.

To bring real, finite second phase volume fraction systems

into the framework of the LSW theory, modifications were made by

Ardell (34). This modified LSW theory, known as the MLSW theory

predicts that while the basic t 1 /3 kinetics of the LSW theory are

maintained, the coarsening rate increases with increasing volume

fractions. This result is valid as even very small values of the

volume fraction of the second phase (34).

The Ardellian modification is based on the assumption that

*the diffusion of the solute to a growing particle will depend on

a distance characteristic of the spatial distribution of

particles in the matrix. In addition, the assumption of steady

%state diffusion under conditions .of steady state symmetry are

assumed (34). A somewhat different approach than that used by

Ardell (34) was used by Davies, et al., (35) to incorporate the

C 12



effect of finite volume fraction second phases into the framework

I of LSW theory. The rationale of the Davies (35) modification is

the observation that the Ardellian approach predicts a strong

volume fraction dependent growth kinetics which are generally not

experimentally observed. The central idea of the Davies approach

is that of "encounters" between growing particles. A growing

particle encounters another growing particle, and a strong

diffusion interaction results as a consequence of which the

& particles spontaneously coalesce to become a single particle.

This theory, as modified by Davies, et al. is referred to as the

LSEM theory (35). A more recent work by Brailsford, et al. (36)

developed a theory of particle coarsening, which assumes that the

growth rate of particles of one size class is a function of the

o entire size distribution and the existing concentration gradients

around the particle. The growth rate predicted by this theory is

more sensitive to volume fraction of the second phase than the

theory proposed by Davies but is less sensitive to the theory

proposed by Ardell.

Apart from the above theories, various models have been

developed to explain the shape of the particle size distributions

curves observed in real finite volume Ostwaldian type of systems.

These models essentially use different geometrical approaches to

(.4 obtain expressions for the radius of the influence sphere. The

~ expression for the influence sphere is then substituted into the

-w standard LSW theoretical formulation and the kinetic expression

is evaluated by solving the resulting equation. An excellent

paper which develops six such models is that of Tsumuraya, et al.

13



(37).

In contrast to the single phase and the Ostwaldian second

phase dispersed systems discussed above, the two-phase alloy

systems are unique. Grain growth in the two phase systems

involves the simultaneous growth of both the phases. An ca-B

titanium alloy system contains a- , O-B and ci-B boundaries.

Growth in the az-0 system occurs by the motion of all these three

types of boundaries. The a-t, and the B- boundaries migrate by

thermally activated processes akin to the process occurring in

single phase materials, with the atoms jumping across these

.4 boundaries by random thermal vibrations. The driving force for

the migration of these "like-like" boundaries being the excess

chemical potential differential existing for each of the

constituent components across the boundary as a result of the

presence of finite surfaces around the grains. The az-8

boundaries on the other hand can only move by the process of long

range diffusion of both the constituent species (assuming a two

I component system). Thus diffusion processes in both the phases

are involved. Details of the growth processes of the two-phase

alloys are presented below.

2. Results

'5,.The volume percents of alpha, for the a-B Ti-Mn alloy

system, varied from 10% for alloy no. 5 to 79% for alloy no. 2.

.5 The volume percents of alpha for the ct-B Ti-V alloy system

* .. varied from 7% for alloy no. 11 to 70% for alloy no. 7. It is

pertinent to note that though the volume fractions of the alloys

studied are different, the chemical composition of the alpha and

14
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the beta phases is the same in all the alloys in each of the two

g systems studied. The chemical composition of the phases, in the

two systems studied, is shown by the ends of the tie lines drawn

for 973°K, in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

The heat treatments resulted in equiaxed alpha + beta

microstructures. Typical equiaxed alpha + beta microstructures

of Ti-Mn and the Ti-V alloys heat treated at 973 K for 200 hours

are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 respectively.

As expected, the alpha and the beta sizes increased as a

function of time. The microstructural data for Ti-Mn and Ti-V

system is given in Tables -3 to 6 and 8 to 12, respectively. The

particle sizes of the alpha and beta phases plotted as a function

of time for alloys 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the Ti-Mn system and for

alloy nos. 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 of the Ti-V system are shown in

Figs. 9 to 17.

It was found that in the Ti-Mn system, particle growth of

the alpha and the beta phases could be written by equations of

the form

cic

D a-6 K a-6 t na (11)

D M a-0t nB(12)

D13

It can be seen that the growth parameters, fO-B, and K"-3depended

on the volume percents of the respective phases. The growth

exponents n. and n, gave a constant value of approximately .28

for all the alloys studied. The numerical data for Ka - , and -8

15
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as a function of the respective other phase volume percents is

j shown in Table 7. It was found that the growth constants could

be represented by equations of the form

- K a (13)

Ka

K = K (14)a Vm

where ma, and ma are known as retardation exponents as per the

terminology introduced by Ankem and Margolin (26). The growth

constants Ka was plotted as a function of the volume percent of

the beta phase (V8 ), and Ka was plotted as a function of alpha

phase (Va). The numerical forms of equations (13) and (14), also

shown in Table 7, are

a-B 105.19
K 8  V (15)

and

a-6 22.90
K a v .7385 (16)

A plot of Ka versus Va and K 8  versus Va is shown in Fig.

18.

The microstructural growth data for the Ti-V systems is

shown in Tables 8 to 12.

It was found that equations identical to 11 and 12 could be

written for the Ti-V system, with only the constants having

different values. The numerical form of the equations is

presented below.

t 16



Da-8  - K - a t " 2 5  (17)
*a aL

D a -8 = Ka - $ t"2 5  (18)a a

The individual values of K and Ka - 6 for various alloys are
a a

presented in Tables 8 to 12.

Table 13 shows the data for Ka' and K(' as a function of
a

the respective other phase. It was found that equations KL - B as
a-a a

a function of V , and K 8  as a function of V had the form of

equations 13 and 14. The exact numerical forms of equations (13)

and (14) for the Ti-V system are

a-8 88.866
K = VI.1206 (19)

and a

Ka-6 _ 22.125 (20)aV97578 (0
a a

PKa-8 versus V and Ka-$ versus V are shown in Fig.Plots of a v 8 a

19.

3. Discussions

Comparison of equa' 15 and 16 show two differences. The

"*. first difference pertains to the numerator K and K in equations

15 and 16 respectively. The K value which is larger than K by

a factor of almost 4.5 is obviously related in some manner to the

diffusivities ratios of the slower diffusing species in beta and

alpha. It is to be noted that K8 and Ka become the dominant

factors when V , and V respectively are small. Thus K B and K

17



are the measures of the growth parameters in the respective

O matrix phases.

The second difference is in the exponents ma, and m 8 . We

note that ma is larger than m 8 
. To analyze and correlate this

difference we must first note that the retardation exponents

become significant when V. and Va are very high. This of course

corresponds to the 8 and the a phase distributed as particles in
.-

the corresponding other matrices. The mechanism of diffusion in

such a case is that of a growth by diffusional exchange through

matrix 8 and the particulate 8 growing by diffusional exchange

through matrix alpha. Now since diffusivities of the slowest

diffusing species is higher in a than in a , we expect the a

particles to grow at a faster rate than 8 particles. In other

words for the same amounts of matrix a and 5, the corresponding

sizes of particulate a in matrix S will be higher than vice

versa, at any given time under identical conditions. (This can

clearly be observed from the right hand sides of Figs 18 and 19).

This implies that ma be higher than m This, in fact, is the

actual observation made. It may well be that m and ma can be

related to the diffusivities of the slowest diffusing species in

the respective phases, but no direct relationship was apparent in

the data obtained.

The expressions for K a-6 and K a-B for the Ti-V are given by

equations (19) and (20). Again, as observed in the Ti-Mn system,

two differences are apparent. The K 8 value is greater than the K a

The second difference in the mo and mB values also tullows

the trend observed in Ti-Mn system namely that the Ma value is

larger than the m8  values. The individual values of ma and

18
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are also not too different from the corresponding values in the

U Ti-Mn system.

The trend of the Ti-V system being similar to the Ti-Mn

helps in concluding that the mechanisms operating in the Ti-V

system are analogous to thb mechanisms operating in the Ti-Mn

system.

SssFigs. 25 and 26 show the time dependent evolution of alloy

no. 4 of the Ti-Mn system, and alloy no. 9 of the Ti-V system

respectively. These alloys have been chosen because they have

A comparable volume fractions of the phases.

The hypothesis that the slowest diffusing species determine

the rate controlling step is confirmed by noting that the slowest

-" diffusing species in Ti-V system, namely V is only slightly lower

than the diffusivity of the slowest diffusing species in the Ti-

Mn system, namely Ti, and that the differences between the

equations for Ti-V and Ti-Mn systems is small.

PIt can be seen that the complete array of microstructures

observed in the Ti-Mn and Ti-V systems discussed above can be

split up into three distinctive groups.

Case 1

Small volume fractions of alpha distributed in a matrix of

beta.

-Figure 20a shows a small volume fraction of alpha particles

or grains distributed in a matrix of beta. The alpha particles

are assumed distributed at beta grain boundaries. To bring out

the atomistic processes in the growth of alpha and beta we

consider a two particle system in Fig. 20 b. For idealization,
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spherical particles are assumed. From Figs. 1 and 2, one notices

jfrom the tie lines at 973 0 in the two systems that the beta

phase is solute rich and the alpha phase is solute lean. If one

assumes that the growth of particle C at the expense of particle

A does not involve the creation of a vacancy concentration higher

than the already present equilibrium vacancy concentration, then

the growth process will involve the following steps.

1. Atoms of the Ti in shrinking a particle A, jump across

the c-6 boundary and diffuse to the a regions near the

growing a particle C.

2. Atoms of Mn in the beta matrix near the growing particle

C diffuse towards a particle A and jump across the a-B

boundary of particle A. As a consequence of this

I occurance, the a particle A shrinks with a part of it

tvansforming to 6 and the a particle C grows by a part

* of the 6matrix adjacent to it transforming to a. This

results in a particle A shrinking, and a particle C

growing and thus essentially two fluxes are involved.

p (1) Mn 4 A

(2) Ti *C

where the superscript denotes the fact that the diffusion oc-curs

in the 6 matrix.

b Now the a - 6 interface being incoherent boundaries

possesses high mobilities and accommodation factors close to 1,
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one can safely neglect the boundary migration factor in our

kinetic consideration and simply consider the growth occurring by

the diffusion of Ti and Mn in the beta matrix. (It is assumed

that the grain boundary diffusion will be small compared to bulk

diffusion). This flow process can be represented as shown in

* -Fig. 20c. A schematic showing the transformed regions is shown

in Fig. 20 d. Figure 20e shows the net result as a consequence

of the diffusional exchange process.

The interparticle flux rate for a two particle exchange

process can now be evaluated as under: Let the atomic density of

* K alpha be e a , and the atomic density beta be e 8. Now, if the

S.volume of particle A shrinks by 6V, then the net number of Mn

and Ti atoms migrating to or from the shrinking particle can be

evaluated as below:

To start, we define the terminology used.

a. a : flux rate associated with a transforming to 8

b. e e : atomic densities of alpha and beta
respectively.

c. X, X: respective component mole fractions of alpha
mn ti

d. Xm, Xtj : respective component mole fractions of beta

e. : shows a flux J of atoms per unit vol.
-*mn change, out of the region of occurence of -

type of event.

From simple conservation of mass considerations we have

! c (Jc )6V =(* e-a - Xi e6) 6v

Ti Ti Ti

c . c (4)
--Ti = Ti e - Ti e
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Similarly the influx of Mn is

for a V +V atype of event, where an alpha particle grows in a

beta matrix. We have

0 J X a e a (6)mn Xn e n

and

e X (7)~-Ti XTi Ti e

from (4), (5), (6), and (7) one can see that

~~Ti

and

The rate of growth of a spherical particle can now be related to

the flux rates by the expression

min nrr 1 n T dv dr 2 dr(8

-T d1T dt

where
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dt

and dnTi
dt

are the respective flux rates of Mn and Ti.

The transport of Mn from the beta matrix near the growing

alpha particle to the beta matrix regions near the shrinking

alpha particle and the reverse transfer of titanium can possibly

be attributed to the 'excess concentrations"1 near the interfaces.

Figure 21 brings out in a qualitative fashion the existence

of such excess concentrations. In Figure 21, molar free energies

of the beta matrix, the sh rinking at particle A and the growing

particles C, are shown as a function of mole fractions of Ti.

It can be seen that a higher concentration of Ti in the beta

phase is in equilibrium with the at particle A of the smaller

radii than vice versa. There will consequently be a reverse

gradient for Mn. Thus, qualitatively, one can see that a driving

force in the form of concentration gradients exists in the matrix

to drive the components in the right direction for growth.

Case 2:

Small volume fractions of beta distributed in a matrix of

alpha.

The case 2, microstructural morphology, is shown

schematically in Fig. 22a. The associated two particle exchange

process occurring in such a microstructure is shown in Fig. 22b.

The net flow, in a manner equivalent to case I is shown in Fig.

22c. In a manner similar to the previous case discussed, the

mechanism of growth will involve the following steps.
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1. Mn atoms from the smaller a particle A jump across the

a- 8$interface and diffuse to a matrix regions adjacent

tc% the growing 8 particle C.

2. Ti from the a matrix regions near the growing a particle

C diffuse to the shrinking particle A and jump across

the a - a interface. As a consequence region of

v particle A transforms to a and the matrix adjacent to

particle C transforms to 8 (Fig. 22d and 22e).

In a manner similar to the case 1, the kinetics of the

boundary transfer across the shrinking particle are expected to

be quite fast compared to-*the long range diffusion through the

matrix. Thus the kinetics will be governed by the diffusion of

the slower diffusing species in the a matrix.

In a manner similar to the previous case discussed, the

number of Mn and Ti atoms required to cause unit changes in

volume of the growing and shrinking particles can be worked out.

The diffusion of Mn from the smaller particle to the larger

particle of $, and the reverse diffusion of Ti are driven by

excess local concentrations created by the excess free energies

associated with the particle surfaces. A qualitative existence

of such excess concentrations is shown in Fig. 23. This figure

shows the molar Gibbs free energy plots of matrix a , the

shrinking 8 particle A, and the growing 8 particle C, as a

function of mole fractions of Mn. One notices from the common

tangent construction that the equilibrium concentration of Mn in

alpha is higher near the particle of the smaller radii, and

consequently a reverse gradient exists for Ti.

Va
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Case 3:

Nearly equivalent volume fractions of the beta and the alpha

phase.

The typical microstructures considered under case 3 are

shown in Fig. 24. In such a microstructure diffusion processes

will operate in both the alpha and the beta phases. Thus there

will be matter transmitted to the at-$ interfaces from both the

sides. In such a situation it is expected that the evolution of

the microstructure will be controlled by the matrix with the

lower diffusivity.

At this point one notices the point of departure in two-

phase materials in contrast to the cases discussed under the

tv general framework of Ostwald ripening. All Ostwaldian type of

systems treat the flow process as occurring by the diffusion of a

single species, namely the solute. Thus the kinetic expression

is determined by the diffusivity of the solute in the matrix. In

contrast, in two-phase materials diffusion of solute as well as

the solvent need to be considered. If one assumes that the

driving force for both the species, Ti and Mn are the same, then

the rate controlling steps which will control the growth of

particles will be the diffusivity of the slowest diffusing

species in the matrix. Thus it may happen that the solvent is

the slowest diffusing species and is, consequently, the rate

controlling step. Thus in a two component system, two-phase

system (based on say, titanium--our case), the solute or the

second component only becomes the rate controlling factor if and

only if its diffusivity is lower than that of the solvent (in our

case, titanium).
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In the Ti-Mn system the diffusivity of Ti is lower than that

of Mn. Thus the flow of the solvent controls the rate of growth

of microstructure.

-In the Ti-V system, the diffusivity of V is slightly lower

than titanium, thus the flow of solute will be controlling the

* rate of the microstructural coarsening.

This is an important point to note because normally it is

believed that an alloy which has a faster diffusing solute will

have higher growth kinetics, but as shown here this is true only

if the solvent, in our case Ti, has a higher self diffusivity

than either of the solutes.

In other words the above discussion indicates that different

.alloys with solutes elements with different diffusivities may

have the same growth kinetics if the diffusivities of the solutes

are higher than the self diffusivities of titanium.

The grain growth studies on Ti-V and Ti-mn alloys will be

continued. The alloys will be annealed at other temperatures and

the results obtained will be analyzed to check if the equations

'2 of the form developed for 973°K are applicable. In addition,

attempts will be made to incorporate the effect of temperature

into the growth equations.

High Temperature Tensile Tests

1. Results and Discussion

.ZJ " Figures 27 to 32 show true stress-true strain plots of

alloys 1 to 6 respectIvely. The fuur plutn shuwn in each figure

represent the curves obtained by testing at four different strain

rates of 1.1X 10-4/see, 2.6 X 10-4/sec, 2.6 X 10- 3/sec, and 2.6
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X 10 /sec. It can be seen from figures 27 to 32 that for each

of the alloys tested, the flow stress increased as the strain

rate was increased, as expected, and the plastic region of curve

shifted up. Alloy no. 1 (nearca), shown in figure 27, exhibits

strain hardening in the initial stage of deformation. It can be

seen that the strain hardening increased as the strain rate was

* increased from 1.1 X 10-4/sec to 2.6 X 10-2 /sec.

In contrast to the true stress-true strain curves for alloy

1 (o phase), the true stress-true strain curves for the a-phase

(alloy no. 6) shown in figure 32, show strain softening. The

strain softening increasea as the strain rate increases from 1.1

X lO-4/sec to 2.6 X 10-2/sec. This strain softening might be due

to the process of sub-grain formation occuring during the

deformation process (38) but this needs to be confirmed. An

important fact which can be seen from figure 32, is that the Beta

alloy starts exhibiting strain softening at extremely low plastic

strains (< .002).

NSince the a phase (alloy 1) exhibits strain hardening, while
the a phase (alloy 6) exhibits strain softening, one wonders as

to what may be the behavior of an alloy containing both the a and

*the 8 phases at high temperature. True stress-true strain curves

for various (%-a Ti-Mn alloys are presented in figures 33 to 36.

It can be seen that as the volume percent of the 8 phase

increased the strain softening increased. At this point it is of

interest to know how well the experimental curves for the a-$ Ti-

Mn alloys compare with the theoretical true stress-true strain

curves based on an isostrain or an isostress model. Figure 37,

shows a calculated true stress-true strain curve (dashed lines)
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based on an isostrain model. The experimental curve

is shown by solid lines. Similarly the experimental and the

calculated true stress-true strain curves for strain rates of

1.1 X 1O-4/sec to 2.6 X 10-2/sec are plotted in figures 38

through 41 respectively. It can be seen that though the

calculated curve coincides with the experimental curve for some

alloys (see figure 38 for alloy 3), it is not generally the case.

It can be similarly demonstrated that the isostress model will

also not predict the actual behavior of two phase Ti-Mn alloys,

in general. This is due to the fact that the isostrain and

isostress model assumes constant strain or stress, respectively,

in the two phases which is not a valid assumption.

The stresses and strains in the two phases are not constant

as a result of interaction stresses arising at the a-6 interfaces

due to the co-operative deformation of the two phases. The

phenomena of non-constant stresses and strains in the a and the 6

phases is not surprising, as it was recently demonstrated by

Ankem and Margolin [13,16-18] that interaction stresses develop

in the a-a alloys as a result of deformation at room temperature.

While such interaction would also occur at high temperatures,

their nature might be quite different. For example, interface

%. sliding, which is a temperature dependent activation process can

occur much more readily at high temperature than at ambient

temperatures.

The fact that the law of mixture cannot predict the flow

stresses at high temperatures of deformation is also demonstrated

in figures 42 to 47. In these plots, various flow stresses are

L28
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plotted as a function of volume percent a (V )at different

strain rates. It can be clearly seen that the flow stress does

not vary linearily with the volume percent .In fact, at the

two lower strain rates of testing, the plots show a dip in the

50-60% V arange in which the flow stress is nearly equal to the

flow stress of the pure a (alloy 1). This dip is relevant for

the process of forming and is relevant to the Ti fabrication

industry as it presents an ideal formability window for the

metal forming because of low stresses needed.

The nature of flow stress curves as function of volume

percent a(V a) suggests that interaction stresses between the a

* and the phases, which develop as result of the interface

compatibility requirements, need to be considered. These

interaction stresses are a function of various parameters

* including the amount of total strain. A detailed study of the

interaction stresses and also the affect of high temperature on

p the stress-strain behavior is the subject of the next period of

this project.

* Deformation studies will be continued to include testing of

the six Ti-Mn alloys, at different strain rates (1.1 X 1- 2.6

X 10-2 /sec), for two additional temperatures. Similar tests will

also be carried out on the Ti-V system. From these results the

effect of strain rate, temperature, and volume fractions on the

high temperature deformation will be determined. Furthermore,

attempts will be made to apply the finite element analysis to

predict the high temperature deformation behavior of two phase

titanium alloys.
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IV. TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS

1. Grain Growth Relationships in Two Phase Titanium Alloys - S.

Ankem, G. Grewal and R.J. Arsenault; presented at 1986 Fall

TMS AIME meeting at Orlando.
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Dr. S. Ankem - Principal Investigator

Dr. R.J. Arsenault - Faculty Participant

G. Grewal - Ph.D. Candidate

J.G. Shyue - M.S. Candidate
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TABLE 1: The Aim Compositions
and the Actual Ingot Chemistry

of Ti-Mn Alloys

Alloy No. Compositions

AIM ACTUAL COMPOSITIONS OF INGOTS

3 %Mn Mn Fe 0* N C

1 0.6 .4 0.02 0.071 0.01 0.02

2 2.7 3.0 0.01 0.086 0.01 0.02

3 4.9 4.8 0.01 0.082 0.006 0.01

4 7.1 6.0 0.01 0.083 0.008 0.01

5 9.3 9.4 0.02 0.100 0.10 0.02

6 11.5 13 0.01 0.116 0.012 0.02

* Oxygen content of final product.
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TABLE 2: The Aim Composition
and the Actual Ingot Chemistry of Ti-V Alloys

-- Alloy No. Compositions

AIM ACTUAL COMPOSITIONS OF INGOTS

%V V Fe 0* N C

.>7 3.9 4.3 0.01 0.078 0.017 0.02

8 6.0 6.2 0.01 0.063 0.015 0.01

*9 8.3 8.1 0.01 0.082 0.016 0.02

10 10.5 10.6 0.01 0.075 0.020 0.02

All~ 11 12.8 12.6 0.01 0.083 0.019 0.02

12 15.0 14.8 0.01 0.092 0.021 0.02

*Oxygen content of final product.
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- !Fig. -- 2 •The Ti-V phase diagrm128),The aim compositions

of alloys 7-12 are indicated with solid circles.
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• "15.24 cm.16.6 kg ,Ingots

"" Forge to
7.62*7.62*15.24cmaot 1421 P

Condition

Degas

[ Forge to

[2.857cm.dia. at 1148 K

,.,d tI-

: ."Condition

A; Hot roll to

1.74cn.diabors at 963 K

A. Fig. 3 Processing sequence for Ti-Mn and Ti-V alloys

~: . listed in tables 1.and tables 2 respectively.
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SPECIMEN

I
d a c

b

a: 1 0.005 e: 0.250±0.002a: 1.62.-.000

b: 0.40020.002 f: 0.620±0.002

c: sample length R: 3/16 ±0.005

d: 0.2500002 UNIT: INCH, -0.000

Fig. .4: High temperature tensile test specimen.
50
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UDIMET GRIPS

IA

AA

d

I a

UNIT: INCH

a.: 2.2 5

b: 0.560-±0.005

c: 1.00
d: 1.125±0O.005

e: 0.630±0O.005

f: chase 3/4 -10

g: 3/8±0O.002

Fig. 5 :High temperature grip.The grips and pins were made up of LUNIET-720.
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VACUUM SYSTEM
TO INSTRONI

) J . \\\

" NE

SFIRE BRICKS SPECIMEN

i VACUUM CHAMBER FURNACE

~TO INSTRON

- SCALE 1:2.7

S"C °

.. Fig. 6: A schematic of the high temperature vacuum chamber used for tensile tests..,52
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:M tr4e-o 200 1 -a 973 K.w

-71

-4.

V• 10:

oe.4

-C: -44.

79%ot-21%P 63%c-37%P

%.4%

w '- -

45%o-55%13 
I00-0p

'Fig. 7 Photomicrographs of equLaxed microstructures of Ti-Mn alloys hieat

treated for 200 hrs. at 973 K/WQ.
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so~ AL PH A

A BETA

I-
w

IL
0

Wf
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100

50 ALPHA

A BETA

Iw
0

-
LL

w

0 5L

TIME.HIRS.

Fig. 11: Pori,:le sizes of alpha and beta in alloy 4(45%ct,-55%PB'li-Mn alloy). The alloy was

", a{rw*.-oled for various times at 973 KWQ.
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U 100

50 ALPHA

A ET

W

LL

0

-J

C.)

5 10 50 100 200 1001
TIME,HRS.

Fig. 12: P-rticle sizes of alpha and beta in alloy 5(1O%-9O%0,Ti-Mfl alloy).The ailcy was

annealed for various times at 973 K,WQ.
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£ 100

50 * ALPHA• ",:50 -

A BETA

w

UJ z

0

ILL

0

uJ

~ w -
C-)

0-

5 10 50 100 200 1000
TIME.HRS.

Fig. 15: Particle sizes of alpha and beta in alloy 9(L.%4-56%.Ti-V alloy). The loy

wo7, annealed for various times at 973 K,WO.
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,'i 100,

50- ALPHA

A BETA

I.-

0z

I "
..

CL

5 10 50 100 200 1000
TIldE,HRS.

~Fig. 16: Particle sizes of alpha and beta in alloy 10(29%d,-71%101. The alloy was

annealed for various times a 7 ,Q
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LL.
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TIME,HRS.

F ig. 17: Particle sizes of alpha and beta in alloy 11(7%A-~93%F4,Ti-V alloy). The alloy was
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100

A 6 Ke vs.vt
50 K

Ke VS.V0

.j W 5
0:

0-

Oli01

%!

$ -

:q o

5 10 50 100 200 100(
~VOLUME PERCENTS OF ALPHA(V,)AND BETA(VB)

i iFig. 18: Dependency of the growth parameters K.,ndK onvlmpectofbtrs

and olpha(V, ).respect ively.f or the Ti-Mn system.
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Fig. 21: Free energy diagram of the constituents of type 1 microstrudure.
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G(A)

C4G ( C

Fig. 23: Free energy diagram of the constituents of the type 2 microstructure.
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""i

0.Fig. 24: Typical type 3 (nearly equivalent volume percents

~of alpha and beta) microstructure.
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I "3 "-JTEST C, DITIONS: .0,Y C vaetuun2

STR_2N RATE: 0 - 2.6,1" -2 S-

2 -,,.,' S-"-' ALLOY I

55 0

01 
00'/

I Y.

E- 
0,- "e,

,...

C oc, 0 00. o,.0 I 0.15 0, ', .

TRUE STRAIN

Fig. 27: True stress-True strain curves of alloy 1(100% alpha.Ti-Mn alloy)

tested in vacuum at 973 K at different strain rates.
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ST2 CAP O ~

50

0.1 0.5 ,2 0 150

O.V1 T RkUE STRAIN

Fig. 2s- True stress-True strain curves oi alloy 2(79%21%.In alloy)

tested in vacuum at different strain rates.
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0 TEST .C.ITI NS: 700 C

• -- ",D.O 
0

RAT : ' - -2,'1

- 1o- s-' ALLOY 3

"" "---I OC)0 6

-0

C, I I " 0,1 O.I "
0.01) 00, 0 CJ, 0.115621

OTRUE STRAIN

Fig. 29: True stress-True strain curves of alloy 3(63%d-37%P.Ti-Mn alloy)

tested .in vacuum at 973 K at different strain rates.
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WWW WWWCWW WW ME O" - - -- - - .. - - - - - -_

ii

3 Q TEST CONDITIONS: 70,)c C ".at-u-

STRMN ATE: 0 - 2.6110- S

-2i )-4 ALL1{JY? 4D:- ,r,2. 1*,
--  :-1

J
U 20  

U5

1 H

H10

50

0.00 O.Z' .10 C.15 0.2k'

TRUE STRAIN

Fig. 30: True stress-True strain curves of alloy 4(,5%C-55%P,Ti-Mn alloy)
tested in vacuum at 973 K at different strain rates.
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Is ? I N : "QqJC C a __

',HP N RATE: 0 -2.tr <

F - ~ ~ ~ LLOY 5
25KD -"1. 1 10-' S-'

ji ( 
15

2100A 50

I -

-'. 0,20

.- _, 4 ~- z .... .. __

S_- - -

t

. . . . .50

c.,C I "1 0.20u':

. .. :: T RUE STRAIN

.(Fig. 31: True stress-True strain curves of alloy 5(10%C-90%Pe,T-Mn alloy)

| tested in vacuum at 973 K at dife'ent strain rates.
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AU L- L ", . STRALN RA 11: C 1-2.7 1- ZOO

I~L

U - 100i TTo1mb~JY~~jr

1 - ": |*|u -  "-'

25 ----

00 0 15 100

- •/

C)II I tN

TRUE STRAIN

Fig. 3 2: True stress-True strain curves of alloy 6(100% 1 tested
in vacuum at 973 K at different strain rates.
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Fig. 33: True stress-True strai cuiws of alloys 1-6 tested
~at 973 K at a strain rate of l.l1C1 sec.
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7 100 Q)

4k4 NBL -

(,; .0 ('I0 tC, ,.

k Fg 34 True stress-true strain curves of alloys 1-6 tested

-,.) : at 973 K at a strain rote of 2.6*10) /sec.
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a

HE AT TREANiENTr:z-1 K.WL..Q. 0

TE.'T CMNITIONS:"00 (, va<.um
STPA .IN RATE. -C.8'1 I U -3

2 15ALLOY P VOL. PCT.
1 0• . 42 2 1

3 a3 150
4 54- 5 89 r

U) 6 100 Cl)

15 FO

_ 100 W1
------------ ------.-.---

II 5 I'0

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.2'0 25

TRUE STRAIN

Fig. 35: True stress-true strain curves of alloys 1-6 tested

at 973 K at a strain rate of 2.6*10 Isec.
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- TB COND'ITIONS: 7-),.,- (7 vaeut 200iTh ; " , iT 'N RATE: --2:. 6"10 -=  -

I, .

C11 CL
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. " O : ,ALLOY VOL, PCT .
11 2I: :2 21 5

5 4 C6r
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0.00 0.05 ( I.10 0.('."5

A TRUE S TKA IN

Fig. 36: True stress-true strain curves of alloys 1-6 tested

at 973 K at a strain rate of 2.6*1 3' sec.
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alloy 4 (45%i-55%fibased on iso-strain model
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~EXP - - -- -* AL C3
f. -- CEPC2

I Fig. 38: Comparison of calculated 6so-strain model) and *4)@M4"0dl curves

for various f! 1i-Mn alloys tested ot a strain rate of 1.1* V10 w.
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* I - -- -CALC2

Fjg 39: Comparison of colcAcdatd fiso-strain model) and OVperrnntal curves

for vonous %t -P Ti-Mn alloys at a strain rate of 2.6*10 -4/sc.
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curves for various d- Ti-Mn alloys at a strain rate of 2.6*10 2/sec.
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30 TEST CONDITIONS: 1W C, vacuum

STRAIN RATE: 0- -42-6 0-z S' .
- --2.410 - 3 -

S2 - -1,1'10' S-' /H

z z

Cl)

zz

EL)M / ... - _

2140 6.'03

'VGLU PE!Xf T

Fig.42 Flow stress vs 0 volume percent for different o - s TI-Mn alloys.

The flow stress corresponds to 02 pct plastic strain offset.
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TEST CODTIN' 70' ,acu

SIPAIN RATE: 0 - 2-6*i' S

# -2.6110 1 (

]D- 1.1 1 - -

150

CC

44

~6 Fig.43: Flow stress vs 0 volume percent for ddlerent'%-0 Ti-Mn alloys.
The flow stress corresponds to 0.5 pct plastic strain offset.
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I ~~~~t E ST CONI=]lh).§ "'JO; V.' vac 2 .ir

30 FLOW STRESS CRO ESFC)h I 10 1 P,7-
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--- 2,6'1,0 - 1 S - I

150

. _- ((,.)

CC

101

C ~4'd 3'

~i VLUE -1 PE N T

Fig.44: Flow stress vs volume percent for different U-0 li-Mn alloys.

The flow stress corresponds to 1 pct plastic strain offset.
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i FL W STFE5 ;-ORIF3F. lS TO 5 PCT
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E " 7r,
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Fig.45: Flow stress vs I volume percent lor diterent cm

The flow stress corresponds to 5 pct plostK st' 11' , "-
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EL" CON"ITIOjC)t. '?(j)0 C. Vacuum
FLLw .L STRESS: CORRESPONDS TO 10 PCT

PLSTIC STRAIN OFFSET 200
STPAN PATE: 0 - -2.6'*10 - S-'

x - -,,2610-1 S-1

1- .. 1*10 -4 S-1

r/2v
P 15o

r~Ord

-0too

50

0 20 40 60 so 100 '
VOLUME PERCENT

Figh.6: Flow stress vs j5 volume percent for different a-T Ti-Mn alloys.

The flow stress corresponds to 10 pct plastic strain offset.
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LN TEST CDNDITIONS. 70JU 0 C, vacuum
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